Product Stewardship Contract
The Andrews Group Product Stewardship Agreement Contract template
The Andrews Group recognises the environmental significance of product life cycle management and BOLON woven flooring
recovery and processing services reflect this approach. This document confirms the specific scope and extent of the product
stewardship services tendered in relation to <project name>.
In line with The Andrews Group commitment to best practice environmental policies, we make the following offer regarding
the following BOLON product installed at the above project:
design:
qty:
This agreement is between:
The Andrews Group , as suppliers of BOLON Woven Flooring, and (the owner), as owners of the flooring to be supplied into
the above project.
Under the terms of this agreement, The Andrews Group agrees that:
The BOLON product defined above will be taken back at end of life*.
The BOLON product defined above will be recycled by Cryogrind P/L Geelong Victoria, or other appropriate processor.
Under the terms of this agreement, the owner agrees that:
The BOLON product to be recycled from this project will be taken up by the owner (or their representative) .
The BOLON product to be recycled from this project will be delivered from site to the recycling facility by The Andrews Group
transport contractor GMK P/L. This agreement will apply to all capital cities, and major regional centres except Northern
Territory.
Under the terms of this agreement, both parties agree that:
The amount of product applicable under this agreement is limited to the design and quantity noted above.
If the product is to be replaced by another BOLON product, then any agreed costs associated with take up and transport will
be borne by The Andrews Group.
If the product is to be replaced by a product other than that manufactured by BOLON, or the product is not being replaced,
then any costs which may accrue will be the responsibility of the owner.
The Andrews Group will coordinate the transport and delivery in cages to the recycling facility, subject to mutual agreement
on associated costs.
*end of life will be defined by mutual agreement, but shall not be before the warranty period has expired.

Signed:______________________________________ (The Andrews Group)
Signed:______________________________________(the owner)
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